Nonfiction

My Chiseled Bod — Jonathan Graf 17
a meditation on leaves — Adam Jaschen 20
Not Warm — Adam Jaschen 24
Kingscross — Kat Williams 27
Piece for BOB — Ike Lang 34
Imposing Doors — Kit Grassi 54
Ages — Gray Lantta 73
Smoke and Mirrors — Brianna Lehtinen 77
On Dust, Endless Libido, and my Grandfather’s Fingers: — Danie Shokoohi 84
for h — Andrew Deloucas 93
John’s Patty Melt — Julia-Kaye Rohlf 96

Fiction

Autopsy — Haley Naughton 29
Instamatic — Kat Williams 33
Prometheus — Brianna Lehtinen 45
Cold Attachment — Taylor Kirkes 47
Orange Tree — Andrew Alberto Nicolas Deloucas 60
U — Molly English 81
My Name is Serendipity — Chelsea Wing 99
He Was a Teenage Hellspawn — Gray Lantta 103
Where We Built Our House — Max Seifert 110
Poetry

12 An Exercise in Jazz — Benjamin Goldsmith
14 Click Clack Crash — David Freeman
23 For Saint Neot, Patron Saint of Fish — Lauren Audetat
31 Restless — Meghan Dunlay
32 Push — Meghan Dunlay
38 Bushel — Skylar Alexander
39 Algae Season — David Freeman
41 How to Win a Fight — Connor Madigan
43 Fusillade — David Freeman
57 The Children — David Freeman
59 Shrunk — Meghan Dunlay
71 Because the Farm Horse is on Fire — David Freeman
76 Crayfish — Max Seifert
80 Fine — Meghan Dunlay
83 Husk — Danie Shokoohi
88 Twine — Danie Shokoohi
89 Undone Dead — Tamsen Haddock
92 The Bridge — Danie Shokoohi
95 Hank, Jakub, Michael, Lukasz — Max Seifert

Addendum

116 Introduction — Max Seifert
117 Non Grata — Joyelle McSweeney
119 Some Tips for Young Writers — Joyelle McSweeney
120 Interview — Joyelle McSweeney
123 Who You Just Read